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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we show the existence of ^n evolution operator for a higher order 
abstract paraboHc equation with variable coefficients. More precisely, we exhibit an 
operator — valued function U{t, s) which solves the Cauchy problem 
i Л(0 ^t^ )̂ = 0 ' {^'Щ^ '))t=s = 0, fc = 0, ..., n - 2 , 
{dr'u{t,s%=.,^i. 
The usefulness of evolution operators in the study of the Cauchy problem for a first 
order equation is well known in the parabohc as well in the hyperbolic case. 
Higher order abstract differential equations have been largely studied in the last 
decade but almost always either in the constant coefficient case or for equations of 
a particular type (for detailed references, see [1], sect. 2.5. (c)). The techniques we use 
are similar to Tanabe's method, bur fuither technical difficulties are involved and 
some new phenomena arise. The evolution operator will be seen to have the form 
(1.1) U{t, s) = Vo{t, s) + Г Vo{t, T) R{T, S) d t , 
where VQ[% S) X is the solution of the constant coefficient Cauchy problem 
k = 0 
uO'\s) = 0, /2 = 0 , . . . , n - 2 , и^''-Щ = х, 
while R solves a suitable Volterra integral equation. 
Let us now give a plan of the paper. In section 2 we formulate our hypotheses and 
we state the main result. In section 3 we define the operators VQ and R and study 
their properties. Section 4 is devoted to the integral operator appearing in (1.1), 
while in section 5 we show that (1.1) really defines an evolution operator. Finally 
^) Partially supported by G.N.A.F.A. of C.N.R. Italy. 
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in section 6 we give some applications to Cauchy problems for abstract parabolic 
equations. Here we hmit ourselves to situations where evolution operators are more 
directly apphcable, deferring to a subsequent paper the consideration of more general 
Cauchy problems as well the problem of uniqueness of solutions. 
2. HYPOTHESES AND THE MAIN RESULT 
Let X be a complex Banach space, let n be a fixed positive integer and let T be 
a fixed positive real number. 
For every te [0, Г] and for every fc e {0, 1, ..., n — 1}, we are given a linear 
operator ^( t ) , whose domain and range are contained in X. 
In the sequel we shall always suppose the following hypotheses hold true. 
I) The operators A,^{t) are densely defined and closed, V̂  e [0, T] and V/c e 
e {0, 1, ...,n — 1}; furthermore, the domain of Ä,^[t) is independent of t (we shall 
denote it by ^{A},)) and there exist K^, ^2 e iî ,̂ such that 
K,\\A,{t) x\\ S \\A,{s) xjl й K2\\A,{t) x\\ , \fs,tE [0, T] , Vx e ^ (Л) . 
Let us set A„{t) = /, Vr e [0, T], and 
Р(Я,0 = 1 ^ ' Л ( 0 ' ^ e ^ ' ^ e [ 0 , T ] . 
/ j - i 
P(A, t) will be an operator in X with domain ^(P) = f] ^{Aj^), We shall say that 
fc = 0 
le С belongs to the resolvent set of the operator pencil Р(Я, t) (and we write Яe 
e Q{P[% t))), if and only if the linear operator Р(Я, t) has an everywhere defined 
bounded inverse, which we shall denote by Р"\Я, t). 
II) There exist M^ e R^ and (9 G ]7г/2,7г[, such that: 
a) Se = {ze C; |arg z\ й 9} и {0} c= ^(P(., t)), ^t e [0, Г]; 
b) ||Д(Г)Р-Х>^, Oil è M^{\X\ + l ) - ^ VAG^Ö, V/CG{0, . . . ,n}, V^G[0, T]. 
III) There exist M2 e R'^ and a e ]0, 1], such that: 
||(Л(0 - A,{s))p-\A,s)\\ й M,\t - 5|Ч|Я| + l ) - \ 
V2GSÖ, V/CG{0, ...,/7 - 1}, Vs, ^G[0 , T ] . 
If П = 1, Hypotheses I) —III) above coincide with the well known assumptions 
of Sobolevskii [4] and Tanabe [5], assuring the existence of an evolution operator. 
The main result of this paper is the following one. 
Theorem. Suppose Hypotheses I) —III) hold true. Then, V(t, s) e Л = {(т, а)е R^; 
О ^ (Т < f ^ Т}, there exists a bounded linear operator U{t, s), such that: 
i) Ue^{A;^yX)); 
ii) и is partially differentiable with respect totn — \ times in the uniform operator 
topology and n times in the strong operator topology; 
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iii) Vx 6 X, ô^^U{t, s)xe ^{A^) and the functions {t, s) -> Д(г) d]U(t, s) x are 
continuous in Л, if ke {0, ..., n]; 
iv) MXEX and V(r, S)EA, 
tÄ,{t)d',U{t.s)x = 0; 
k = 0 
v) V/c G {0, . . . , n - 2}, d^^U{t, s) -^ 0, as {t, s) -> (SQ, 5O), in the uniform operator 
topology, while 
a; - ^ C7(f, s) -> / , as {t, s) -^ (SQ, SQ) , 
strongly. 
Such an operator will be called an evolution operator for the equation 
tA,{t)u^'^ = 0, 
3. THE OPERATORS 'Vo(t, s) AND R{t, s) 
Let 00 e ]^/2, ö[ be fixed. We shall always denote by Г the curve in the complex 
plane formed up by the two half-lines {Q exp(±iöo); ^ ^ 0} and oriented in such 
a way that the imaginary part of a complex number increases as it moves along Г. 
Definition 3.1. Let us set: 
Vp{t, s) = {Ini)-' f ÀP exp [l{t - s)] p-\À,s) dÀ , 
where p is any nonnegative integer, if (t, s) e A, while p e {0, ..., и — 2}, if (f, s) e Л; 
V„_,{t,t)=I,yte[0,Tl 
The following Proposition exhibits all required properties of the operators Vp. 
Proposition 3.2. 
a) Vp{t, t) = 0, V^G [0, T] and \fpe {O, ..„n - 2}; 
b) Vp{t, s) G if(X), V(?, s) G ^ and \fpeZ+u (O}; 
c) Fp(r, s) G ^ ( X ) , V(r, s) G Л and Vp G {0, . . . , и - 1} ; 
d) Vp G ^(Л ; if(Z)), Vp G Z+ u {0} ; 
e) V p G Z + u { 0 } and Vfc G {0, . . . , n}, there exist Cp^^e R'^, such that 
\\A,{r) Vp{t, s)\\ S Cp,u{t - sf-'-' , Щ s)eA, VTG [0, T] , 
||(Л(т) - Л((т)) Vp{t, 5)11 ^ C,,,(r - sf-^-\T - erf , V(r, 5) G Л , 
V T , ( T G [ 0 , T ] ; 
f) Fp G ^(Л; i^(Z)), Vp G {0 , . . . , n_- 2}; 
g) Vn-i is strongly continuous in A; 
h) 5^Fo(^s) = Vp[t,s) in the uniform operator topology, V(f, S ) G J and VpGJV; 
if p ^ n — 2, the assertion holds true V(f, s) G Л; 
i) (dr'Voit, s) x),=, = X, Vx e Z, Vs e [0, Г[; 
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j) Vp{t, s) X E 9{P\ Vx e X, V(f, s)eA and V]? e Z+ u {O}; if p ^ n - 2, the 
assertion holds true V(̂ , s) e Л; 
k) the function (т, f, s) -> у̂с('̂ ) ^Д^ '̂ ) -̂̂  continuous in [0, T] x zl /« /̂?e uniform 
operator topology V/c G {0, 1, ..., /i — 1} and "ipeZ+u {O}; ^/le 5am^ assertion 
holds true in [0, T] x Л if к "^ p + 2; furthermore, the function (t, t, s) -^ 
-> ^^,+ I(T) Vp{t, s) is strongly continuous in [0, T] x Л, if p e {0, ..., n — 2}. 
1) VxeX, I^,_i(f, f — г) X-> X, ÖS г-^ 0 + , uniformly on compact subsets of 
]0, Г]. 
Proof, a) follows straightforwardly by Cauchy's theorem, if we keep in mind the 
growth estimate of P~^{À, t). 
b) —c) —d) are obvious. 
e) We have: 
A,{T) Vp{t, s) = (27ri)-^ I À^ exp [À{t - 5)] AJIT) p-\À, т) Р(Я, т) p-\À, s) dÀ . 
J г 
n-l 
Since P(A, T) P-\À, s) = Y ^'(Л(^) " ^k{s)) P^'i^. s) + / , we get that 
k = 0 
Р(Д, т) Р~^(Я, s) is uniformly bounded. 
If we now repeat the argument in the proof of Lemma 6 in [3], we get the first 
assertion. The second one is proved quite analogously. 
f) By d) we need to prove the assertion only at points (t, t), where t e [0, Г] . 
Let (T, (j) e Л; if т = er, we have Ур{т, т) = О, by a), while, if cr < т, by e) we get 
\\Vp{b a)\\ й CpX^ - ay-P-' -^ 0, as (т, a) -> (f, t). 
g) By d), we need to prove the assertion only at points {t, i), where t e [0, T] . 
Let (T, а)е A . If cr = т, then F„_I(T, T) X = X, VX G X . If t = a < T, the proof is 
the same as that in Corollary 3 in [3]. 
Let, finally, be 0" < т, a ф Г; if we suppose x G ^ ( P ) , we get: 
K,_I(T, Ö-) X - X = (27ri)-^ f X'^ ехр(/1(т - а)){ГР~\Х, a) x - x) âX = 
= -(2Tüi)-1"^ f Я^-^ exp (Я(т - a)) P"\X, a) Aj^a) x àk . 
Hence, by e) and Hypothesis I), 
| | F„_ , (T , a)x- x\\ й CI(T - <7)"X lA,{a) x | g 
л = о 
^ С 2 " Ё | | Л ( 0 ) х | | ( т - ( T ) - ^ O , as (T, d)-> (r, 0 . 
As F„_I(T, cr) is uniformly bounded, by e), we get F„_I(T, a) x-> x, as (т, cr) ~> 
-> (r, f), Vx G Z . 
h) Is an easy consequence of Hypothesis II) and of the theorem on differentiation 
under the integral sign. 
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i) Follows immediately from g) and h). The proof of j) is the same as that of Lemma 
3 in [3]. 
k) The assertion in [0, T] x J follows straightforwardly by the dominated 
convergence theorem. The continuity in the uniform operator topology in [0, T] x Л 
follows immediately by a) and e). If x e ^ (P) and {t, s)e A, we have: 
{iKiy f X^-'' exp (Я(; - s)) A^^ ,{т) p- '{A, S) ^ ^' A,[s) x dA 0, 
as [t, s)-^ (SQ, SQ), by e). By the uniform boundedness of AP+I{T) Vjj, s), the 
assertion holds true Vx e X. 
1) Let us first suppose that x e ^ (P) . Then, 
K„_i(f, t - e ) x = -(27ri)-i Г ' exp (Яе) P - \À, t ~ 8)Y, л^AJ,{t - e) x dX , 
n - 1 
Hence, by e) \\V„^i{t, t - 8 ) x - x | l = ^ Z ^"''MiAC^ ~ ^)-^ll = ^'^ Z 1И/с(0)-̂ 1Ь 
fe=0 k=0 
where C, С are independent of t and 8. Let now be x e Z and их rj e R'^. Set К = 
= max {1, sup [lF„_i(r, s)l|} and choose у e 9{P) \ {0}, such that \x - y\ < 
л 
< {ЗКу^п. Then, 
\\V,_,{Ut-8)x-x\\ й \\Vn-^{t,t-s){x-y)\\ + 
+ \\V„_,{t, t-ß)y~y\\ + |1>̂  - x|l < (2/3) rj + CsY il4(0) >̂11 . 
If 8 < {3C Z 11 (̂0)3^11) ^ ̂ , we get llK„_i(t, ^ - e) x — x|| < rj, so proving the 
assertion. '̂"^ 
A formal calculation shows that, in order the operator U{t, s) in (Ll) be an evolu-
tion operator, the integral kernel R{t, s) must solve the Volterra integral equation 
rt 
(3.1) R\^t, s) = Pi(;, s) + Pi(r, T) P (T , S) d i , {t,s)eA, 
J s 
where R,{t, s) = - t Л ( 0 П(г, )̂ = - " Z ( Л ( 0 - ^.(«)) Ы ' . s). 
k = 0 /c = 0 
Lemma 3.3. Т/гв operator R^ is continuous from A to S[X); furthermore, there 
exists Ke R'^, such that 
(3.2) \\R,{t,s)\\ ^K{t-sy-', V(r,s)ezl 
Proof. The first assertion follows by Proposition 3.2.k). Furthermore, Hypothesis 
III) and an argument quite analogous to that in Lemma 6 in [3] give (3.2). 
Proposition 3.4. The integral equation (3.1) has a unique solution R which is 
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continuous from A to ^[X); furthermore, there exists K' eR'^, such that 
(3.3) ||i^(r,5)|| SKXt~sy-\ V ( r , 5 ) e J . 
The p roof is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 3.3 and of the theory of 
Volterra integral equations with weakly singular kernels (see, e.g., [2] Ch. II, 4.2). 
Lemma 3.5. Let ß e ]0, a[; then, "it, T,G ей such that 0^s<r<t^T, we 
have 
(3.4) \\R,(t, s) - R,{r, s)\\ è C,(t - TY (r - sy-f-^ , 
\\R{t,s) - « ( T , S ) | | èC,{t-rУ{т-sУ~^-^. 
Proof. We have 
R,{t, s) - R.ir, s) = - " Е ( Л ( 0 - Л(т)) Kit, s) -
/< = 0 
-"I\A,{X) - A,is)) {V,{t, s) - K,(T, S)) =I,+h. 
k = 0 
By Prop. 3.2 e), we get \\l^\\ ̂  K^{t - rf {t - 5)"S 
(3.5) ||/,i| й КДт - s)^{t ~ s)-' + (T ~ sf-') ^ K,(T - sf-' . 
On the other hand, by Prop. 3.2. h), 
h = - " E [ ' ( A W - A(s)) V,^,{a, s) da. 
k = 0 Jx 
Hence, by Prop. 3.2. e), 
(3.6) 1|/,|| й Mx - sy[{a -s)-'àau ХДт - sf-^ {t - т). 
Now, by (3.5) and (3.6), 
(3.7) \\h\\uK,{t-xY{T-s)'K 
So, 
(3.8) \R,{t, s) - R,{T, 5)11 й Ke{t - xf (x - 5)'^ . 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3, 
(3.9) \\R,{t, s) - R,{x, 5)11 ^ \\R,{t, 5)11 + \\R,{x, s)\\ й K,{x - s)°-i . 
If i?e]0,a[ ,by(3.8)and(3.9)weget | |Ri(r , 5) - ÄI(T, 5)|| й Ks{t - т)^ (т - s)""^-». 
So the first assertion is proved. 
As 
Rit, s) - Rix, s) = Riit, s) - « I ( T , 5) + R^it, a) Ria, s) da + 
+ iRiit, a) - R,ix, a)) Ria, s) da , 
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+ 
by what has already been proved and by Lemma 3.3 and Prop. 3.4, we get 
\\R{t, s) - R{T, S)\\ й Ks{t - rf (T - s ) " - " - ' + 
Kg {'{t - af-'ia - sf-^ da + K,o ^\t - т)" (т - af-l^-'ia - 5)^"' da = 
3 
Now, J2 â K^i{t - if (T - sf-^ й K^2{t - T / (T - sy-^~\ while J3 ^ 
й K,^{t - T)^(T - sf'-P-' S K,^{t - T)^(T - sf-^-'. 
So the assertion is completely proved. 
4. THE OPEPvATOR Si ^o( '̂ '̂ ) ̂ (^' ̂ ) ^r 
Definition 4.1. Let us set, V;? e {0, 1, .. , n — 1}, 
ТГД ,̂ s) = Г Vp{t, т) Я(т, s) d l , if (Г, s)eA, 
Wp{t, t) = 0. 
By Props. 3.2. e) and 3.4, we have if (r, 5) e zl : 
(4.1) | |Л(0 ^Д«, ^) Ä(t. s)|| ^ C(( - T ) ' - " - ' (T - s ) - i ; 
hence, the integral defining Wp{t, s) is absolutely convergent and Wp{t, s) e ^(X), 
Proposition 4.2. We have: 
a) ^s)eA, \\Wp{t,s)\\u C{t - sy-^-"'-', p = 0 , . . . ,n - 1; 
b) Wp is continuous in A in the uniform operator topology, Vp G {0, ..., f7 — 1}; 
furthermore, WQ is n — 1 times continuously partially dijferentiable with respect 
to t in the uniform operator topology in all of A and we have 
d^,Wo{t,s)^Wp{t,s), V ( f , s ) € J , p=\,...,n-\-
n-l 
c) Vx G X, Wp{t, s) X G n ^ ( Л ) and | |^(r) Wp{t, s)\\ й C(t - sf~P^''-\ 
\f(t, S)G A, >/pe {0,..., n — 1} and \fke {p + 1, ,.., n]; furthermore, the function 
[t, 5) -> A,^{t) Wp{t, s) is continuous in the uniform operator topology in Л, ifpe 
G {0,. . . , n — 2] and к ^ p + 1, while (t, s) -^ Ap{t) Wp{t, s) is strongly continuous 
in A; 
d) WQ is n times strongly continuously partially differentiahle with respect 
to t in A and we have 
dlWQ{t, s)x = R{t, s)x + V„{t, T) J^(T, s)xdT , Vx G X and \f{t, s) e A , 
where the integral must be considered as an improper Riemann integral. 
Proof, a) follows immediately by (4.1). 
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b) The assertion at points in A follows by the estimate (4.1), which assures the 
uniform convergence on the compact subsets of A of the integral defining Wp. By a), 
the assertion holds true at points [t, t), too. 
To prove c) let us first establish the following result. 
Lemma 4.3. Let x EX; then the integrals 
t 
Ap{t) V^{t, T) R(T, s)xdx, p = 0,...,n. i 
exist as improper Riemann integrals; furthermore, the functions (f, s) -^ Ĵ  ^p(0 • 
. Vp[t, t) R{T, S) dr are strongly continuous in A. 
Proof. If QE ]0, T[, set A^ = {{t. S)EA; t - s ^ Q} and, if e e ]0, ^/2[, XEX, 
set, (Pk,,{t, s) = jl~' Vk{t, T) JR{T, S) X dr, /c = 0, . . . , n. 
Since \\Äj,{t) Vk{t, T) JR(T, 5)|| й C{t - т)-^ (т - sf'^ then 
I й C's-\t - ß- sf, Щз)еЛ,; A,{t) V,{t, T) R{t, s) dt 
so it turns out that, if fc ^ n — 1, (pk,c{t, s) e 2{A^) and 
It is not difficult to prove that Ai,(pk,s is continuous in A^, so we only have to show that 
A ( 0 VkA^' ^) converges uniformly in A^, as e ^ 0 + . We have: 
A' exp (A(i - T)) Л ( 0 P~ \^, 0 àx) {R{i, s) x - R{t, s) x) dr + (Im)-
+ Г ' [(2я1)-1 Г X" exp (А(г - т)) A,{t) P' \À, t) dA j R{t, s) x dr + 
+ Г ' ({2ni)-' f 1* exp {X{t - T)) A , ( Î ) (p->(Я,T) - p-^(A, t)) R{T, S) X dx\ dx = 
= lh,jÂt,s). 
By Prop. 3.2. e) and Lemma 3.5, we get, if jS e ]0, a[: 
||(2л1)- » Г Я' exp {X{t - T)) Л , ( 0 P-\X, t) dA(R(T, s) x - R((, s) x) ^ 
^ C O - T ) ' ' - I ( T - S ) " - ' ' - ^ ; 
hence, the integral 
fY(2m)-i Г A* exp {X{t - t)) ^,(f) p-i(A, t) dA^ (Я(т, s) x - R{t, s) x) dr , 
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which is absolutely convergent, is the uniform hmit of Ik,i,e ^^ 8->0 + . Since 
p-\x, t) - p-^x, t) = p-\A, t) Е / (л (0 - A,{T)) p-4^' 0> 
й = 0 
||(2m)-i I* Я* exp (l(f - т)) A,{t) {p-\X, т) - p-\X, t)) R(T, S) X dl) dr ^ 
^ C{t - ту-'{т - sf'' ; 
we get that the integral 
Г f{2m)-1 I* Я* exp (A(f - т)) Л,(0 (P" 1(Я, т) - P ' (̂A, 0) 4^' «) ^ ^я") dr , 
which is absolutely convergent, is the uniform limit of 4,3,^ as e -> 0 + . Let us now 
handle haÂh ^)' when fc ̂  1. We have: 
h,2Ât^s)= - Г ^dJilni)-' Г Я^-1ехр(Я(^-т))Л(0^'Ч^'0^^)^(^^)^^т = 
= (2Tüi)- ^ I Я^-1 exp (Я(̂  - s)) A,{t) P" (̂Я, 0 4^, s) x dÀ-
J г 
- (2ni)-^ I Я'-^ exp (Яе) A,{t) p-\À, t) R(t, s) x dl. 
J г 
Let rj e R'^; then, by the uniform continuity of R in A^, there exists Ö^G R'^, such that 
||А(Г, S) - R{T, <J)\\ < t], V(r, 5), (T, a) E AQ, such that \{t - т, 5 - (т)] < (5̂ . 
Let {S{{tp Sy), <5̂) n AQ, 7 = 1,..., p} be a finite cover of A^ made up of relatively 
open balls of radius ô^. By the density of ^(P) in X, there exist yj G ^ ( P ) , such that 
\R{tj, Sj) X — yj\\ < rj, j = 1, ..., p. Then we have, if /c ^ n — 1: 
-(27ii)-i j X^~^ exp (Яе) Л(0 ^~Ч^' О ^(^' s) х dЯ = 
= -(2ш)-1 I Я̂ ~̂  ехр (Я8) Aj,{t) Р-\Х, t) {R(t, s) x - R{tj, Sj) x) dX -
-(27ri)-i f X^-' exp (Яе) Л(г) p-^^^» 0 (^(O' î) ^ " 3̂ i) ̂ >̂  " 
~ (2Ki)-' [ X'-' exp (Яе) A,{t) P- \X, t) y, dЯ = ^ J,^,^^j{t, s). 
By Prop. 3.2. e), if 7 is suitably chosen, we get 
l l^l, . ,ei^, 5)11 < C,rj , \\j2,k,ej{t, S)\\ < C^rj , 
where C ,̂ C2 are independent of t, s, г and 7. Furthermore, 
J3,k,e,j{t,s)= -(27ii)-^ Г Я^-"-Чxp(Яe)Л(^)з;.dЯ + 
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+ i^^^y '"l f 1"+"-"-^ exp (Яг) A,{t) p-\A, t) A,{t) yj dX = 
/1 = 0 J r 
+ (2^0"'"Z I Я^""'""- ' exp (Яг) ̂ (f) P'^X, t) Ajj) yj dÀ . 
h = Ojr 
Hence ^зд,£,Х^ s) -^ 0, uniformly in J^, as г -> 0 + , by Prop. 3.2. e). A quite ana­
logous argument shows that 
-{2ni)-^ I Г'^ exp (Яе) P~\À, t) R{t, s) x dÀ + R{t, 5) x -> О, 
uniformly in Jg, as e -> 0 + . 
Therefore, haÀ^^ ^) converges uniformly in A^, as г -^ 0 + , if /c = 1, ..., n. 
n 
On the other hand loaÂ^^ s) = — ^^л,2,е(^ s)l so, it converges uniformly in A^, 
as 8 -> 0 + , too. ^^^ 
The assertion is completely proved. 
E n d o f t h e p r o o f o fP rop . 4.2. By Lemma 4.3 we get immediately that Wp{t, s) x e 
е^{Лр), V x e Z , y{t, s) e A and V;? e {0, . . . , n - 1} and that Л̂ ,Ж ,̂ is strongly 
continuous in A. The estimate if к > p, follows by (4.1). The remaining assertions in 
c) follow by similar, but much simpler arguments. 
To prove d), let us use the same notations as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. It is ob­
vious that ç>„-i,é(^ s) -^ W„-i{t, s) X, as 8 -> 0 + , and that 
^t<Pn-iÀ^^ ̂ ) = ^«-i(^' ^ - ^) 4^ - e, 5) X + V„{t, T) R(T, S) X dr . 
Since the last integral converges uniformly in A^ to JJ V„{t, т) R(T, 5) X dr as 8 -> 0 + , 
we only have to prove that K,_i(f, / — e) R{t ~ г, s) x -> R{t, s) x, uniformly in A^, 
as 8 -^0 + . Now, 
\\V„^^{t,t - s)R{t - £,s)x - R{t,s)x\\ S 
й \\V„-,{t, t - z) {R{t - 8, 5) X - R{t, s) x)\\ + 
+ | | l ^ , _ i ( ^ r - 8 ) j R ( ^ s ) x - ^ ( r , s ) x | | = / 1 , 3 ( ^ , 5 ) +l2,,{t,s). 
By Prop. 3.2. e) and Lemma 3.5, if j^ejO, a[, /i,,(r, s) й C^g'^'^'h^, which goes 
to zero uniformly in J^ as 8 -> 0 + . To estimate 12,е{^^ ^) ̂ t̂ us fix f/ e R'^ and choose 
a finite collection of points (tj, Sj) e J^ (7 = 1, . . . , /c) as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Then, 
l2,,{t, s) й \\Vn-i{t, t - e) {R{t, 5) X - R{tj, Sj) x)|| + 




If we choose j suitably, by Prop. 3.2. e), we get ^i,y,e(^ ^) ^ ^^ ' ^sjÀ^^ ^) ^ ^' 
where С is independent of t, s and г. 
On the other hand, by Prop. 3.2.1), there exists ô^e R'^, such that 
J2,jÀt^s)<rj, if гб]0 , (5 , [ , У / ' е { 1 , . . . , / } . 
Hence, if 8 € ]0, ^^[, /2,б(̂ 5 s) < (С + 2) ц, where С is independent of t, s and e. 
So the assertion is completely proved. 
5. THE EVOLUTION OPERATOR 
Let us set, V(^ s)e A, 
U{t, s) = Fo(f, s) + Wo{t, s) . 
We can now state and prove the main result of the paper. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose Assumptions I) —II) —III) hold. 
Then: 
a) и e^{A;^{X)); 
b) и is partially differentiable with respect to tn — 1 times in the uniform operator 
topology and we have d\U[t, s) = Vj,{t, s) + fF̂ (f, s), V(r, s)e A, к = ! , . . . , « — 1; 
c) a?l7(r, s) X G ^ ( Л ) , Vx e X, Щ s)eA, k = 0,...,n - 1; 
d) и is strongly partially differentiable with respect to t n times and we have 
ôlU{t, s)x = V„{t, s)x + R{t, s)x + \ V„{t, T) R{T, S) X dr , 
\/XEX, V(r, s )ezl ; the integral must be considered as an improper Riemann 
integral; 
e) the function [t, s)-> A^^t) d^^U^t, s) x is continuous in A, V x e X and "ik e 
e { 0 , . . . , « - 1}; 
f) \fxeX, \f{t,s)eA, 
X A,{t) Ô^U{t, s)x = 0; 
g) V(r,s)G^, \\A,{t)d^U{t,s)\\ й C{t - sf-'-\ 
^pe{0, ...,n — 1} and УкЕ{р + 1, . . . , /i} ; 
hence, Vso 6 [0, T[, A^^t) d^U(t, s) -^ 0, as {t, s) -^ (SQ, SQ), in the uniform operator 
topology if к ^ p + 2; furthermore, the functions (t, s) -> Aj^+i(t) d\U(t, s) have 
strong limit as {t, s) -^ [SQ, S^ and d"~^U{t, 5) -> / strongly as (t, s) -^ (SQ, SQ). 
Proof. a)~e) and g) follow by Props. 3.2 and 4.2. 
To prove f ), let us note that, by b) d) and Prop. 3.4, we have, Vx e X: 
t Л ( 0 ^'Mt> s) = t A{t) K{t, s)x + R{t, s)x + 
k=0 k=0 
J s k = 0 
= -Ri{t, s)x + R{t, s) X - Ri{t, T) R{X, S) X dr = 0 . 
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6. APPLICATIONS TO CAUCHY PROBLEM 
By Theorem 5.1 we immediately get the following result. 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose Assumptions I) —II) —III) hold and let xeX. Then the 
function v: t -^ U{t, 0) x is a solution of the Cauchy problem 
tA,(t)u^'\t) = 0, in ] 0 , T ] , 
k = 0 
и^Щ = 0 , h = 0,...,n ~2, и^"-Щ = X, 
in the following sense: 
i) ve ^^"\]0, Г ] ; X) n ^^"~^\[0, T] ; X); 
ii) v^^E^Ak), V ^ G ] 0 , T ] , ^ = 0 , . . . , « - 1; 
iii) A,^v^^^ is continuous in ]0, T] , /c = 0, ..., « — 1; 
iv) Ak+iV^^^ is continuous in [0, Г] , к = 0, ..., n — 2; 
v) tA{t)v^'\t) = 0,yte]0,T]; 
vi) v^''\0) = 0, if k = 0,...,n -2; v^''-^Щ = x. 
The following result allows to handle nonhomogeneous equations. 
Theorem 6.2. Suppose Assumptions I ) - I I ) - I I I ) hold and let fe^[0, T]; X), 
such that there exist CER'^, Д е ] 0 , 1] so that 
\\fit)-f{x)\\èC\t-T\^, Vf, r e [0, Г ] . 
Then the function w: t ^ ^'^ U{t, s)f{s) ds is a solution of the Cauchy problem 
tA,{t)u^'\t)=f{t), in [0,T], и^'Щ^О, h = 0,...,n~l, 
fc = 0 
in the following sense: 
i) WE^^'%0,T];X); 
ii) w^^ E 9{Aj), "it E [0, T] and V/c G {0, ..., fx -̂  1}; 
iii) Aj^w^^^ is continuous in [0, Г] , \//сб{0, ..., « -- ß j 
iv) i:A(Ow<''\0 =/(')'V<e[0,T]; 
/c = 0 
v) w '̂̂ ^O) = 0, î  = 0, ..., fz - 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, it is obvious that w6^^«^i)/rQ j^l-x) that w^^^(t\ = 
= j ; a M M ) / ( 5 ) d s , W e ] 0 , T ] and V/c6{0,. . . ,« ^ l | , ; ^ that 'w satisfies the 
initial conditions. 
If ^ e ]0, T[, set /^ = \Q, T ] and, if г e ]0, ^/2[, 
Z M ( 0 = Г ' a M ^ , 5 ) / ( s ) d s , fc^o,, 





Il Г' A,{t) dpit, s)f(s) dsl й Ce- ' max ||/|| , Vt e / , ; 
IIJ 0 rf 
so it turns out that XkÀ*) ^ ^i^i^) ^"'^ ̂ ^^^ 
A{t) xUt) = Г ' Л ( 0 SPit' s)/(5) ds , if к = 0,..., n -
Furthermore, it is obvious that A^k.e is continuous in I^ even if к = n. 
Let us prove that A^{t) ХкЛ^) converges uniformly in I^, as Б -̂ 0 + . 
The proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 4.3, so we shall only sketch it. We have: 
1 
^.(0 Xjj) = Г ' A,{t) V,{t, s)f{s) ds + 
Г ' f Г л ( 0 Kit, t) R(T, S) dx\f(s) ds = /i , , , , + /2,... • 
Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we can show that /i,fc,e converges uniformly 
in /^ as e -> 0 + , if we use the Holder condition satisfied by/instead of Lemma 3.5. 
Furthermore, this limit is easily seen to go to zero as f -> 0 + . 
To handle l2,k,E^ we decompose the integrand as in the proof of Lemma 4.3; it is 
then obvious that l2,k,e converges uniformly in /^ as e -^ 0+ and that this hmit goes 
to zero as ? -> 0 + . So, iii) is proved. 
Now, we have: 
X„-iM) = ^r'Uit, t - 8) fit - e) + Г ' S-Mt, s)fis) ds . 
The first term is shown to converge uniformly in /^ to/(^), as e -^ 0 +, by an argument 
quite analogous to the one employed in the proof of Prop. 4.2. d). Hence, by what 
we have already proved, x» -1 ,«(0 converges uniformly in 7̂ , as e -> 0 +. Furthermore, 
this hmit goes to/(0) as Г -^ 0 + . This completes the proof of the assertion. 
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